[Dynamic analysis in the knees with chronic anterior cruciate ligament insufficiency--an evaluation of antero-posterior instability, leg rotation and ground reaction force].
A dynamic analysis was made on the knees with chronic anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) insufficiency for antero-posterior instability and abnormal rotation, also evaluating them for ground reaction force and muscle strength of knee extension. Studies were carried out on 51 patients with chronic unilateral ACL insufficiency and 80 knees of 40 healthy male and female young adults as controls. Using a knee motion analyser, an apparatus designed to analyse three dimensional knee motion, the gait was studied on a force plate. At the same time, the muscle strength of knee extension was measured with a Kinetic-Communicator (KIN-COM). In the dynamic analysis of the knee motion anterior instability was notable at a small angle of flexion. Qualitative evaluation of the knee motion revealed three patterns of rotation. The evaluation of ground reaction force showed that the rise from the heel strike was slow, its slope was gentle and the effect of weight removal was unclear. The evaluation of the muscle strength of knee extension revealed a decrease in torque of muscular contraction at 20 degrees of knee flexion.